ABSTRACT Image quality assessment (IQA) technology is facing a new challenge due to the large amount of demand for high-quality 3-D-synthesized views stimulated by the rapid development of virtual reality applications. Since 3-D synthesis views commonly rely on the depth-image-based rendering technology to synthesize virtual images (without reference images in reality and containing geometric distortion), only the no-reference (NR) quality assessment method can meet the requirements. However, most of the current IQA methods for 3-D-synthesized views are full-reference methods. So far, only one specialized NR IQA method for 3-D-synthesized views has been proposed, but its computation is too expensive. For this reason, we have previously proposed a method for extracting geometric distortion regions using the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) image compression technology to evaluate image quality. In this paper, we consider that although heavy JPEG compression can effectively extract the geometric distortion area, it will ignore the image quality degradation caused by other distortions. Therefore, we have improved our previous work to extract geometric distortions and non-geometric distortions by high-level JPEG compression and lowlevel JPEG compression, respectively. The overall image quality score was obtained by the fusion of the two results. Experiments indicate that the proposed blind quality model is superior to modern full-, reduced-, and no-reference methods. Compared with our previous work, the performance of the new algorithm has been greatly improved. At the same time, compared with the existing dedicated NR IQA method, the performance is similar but the calculation speed has obvious advantages.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Free Viewpoint Videos (FVVs) and 3D television have received extensive application due to the rapid development of science and technology [1] , [2] . Because FVVs require a great amount of cameras to shoot, the high cost has hindered its further popularization. Depth-ImageBased-Rendering (DIBR) technology has been widely used, due to it can synthesize new frames from adjacent frames to reduce the expenses of camera equipment [3] . However, these synthetic images inevitably introduce distortion (mainly geometric distortion), which seriously impairs the sense of reality [2] . So a fast and effective dedicated Image Quality Assessment (IQA) technology has important value.
Many researches on IQA algorithms, such as FullReference (FR) and No-Reference (NR) models, mainly focus on natural images [4] . FR IQA algorithms for evaluating image quality mainly depends on the information of the reference image. With decades of development, the FR IQA method has formed a relatively complete theoretical system and a mature evaluation framework. The earliest and most classical objective evaluation algorithm is the FR PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio). PSNR has a clear physical meaning and efficient computational efficiency, so get people's long-term favor. But extensive research shows that PSNR discards the image content and position information, only calculates the error between the distorted image and the original image at the pixel level, so it cannot accurately estimate the visual quality of the image. To solve the above problems, the authors built a quality method, Structural Similarity (SSIM), according to the similarity of luminance, contrast and structure between a reference image and its associated corrupted one [5] . According to the Natural Scene Statistics (NSS) method and the statistical information theory, the authors further improved the SSIM [6] . According to the recent free-energy principle, the authors presented a psychovisual IQA of images [7] . According to the fact that human visual system perceives an image mainly according to phase congruency, the authors presented a feature similarity index for full reference IQA [8] . According to local quality map for whole image quality prediction, the authors presented a FR IQA method, named gradient magnitude similarity deviation (GMSD) [9] .
The NR methods do not need the reference image's information, which makes the NR methods less restrictive than the FR methods in some scenes. NR methods rely on some features derived from statistic methods (e.g. NSS model) in transform domains. Such as, according to recently free energy based on brain theory and the early human visual model, the authors designed a six-step blind metric (SISBLIM) [10] . The authors presented BLind Image Integrity Notator using DCT Statistics (BLIINDS) by demonstrating that image distortions will change the regularity of extracted features in the DCT domain [11] . The authors proposed a general NR method based on the heterogeneous character of multiple kernel learning and three types of NSS [12] . The authors proposed a multivariate Gaussian model of image blocks based upon NSS, the quality score is attained via the average value of each block [13] . The authors presented Noreference Free Energy based Robust Metric (NFERM) [14] based on the recently revealed free energy principle and significant human visual model inspired characteristics before the SVM-based regression element. The authors proposed an algorithm for evaluating both the global and local aspects of distortions in deblurred images based on two categories of NSS features in both the spatial and frequency domains [15] .
The aforementioned models establish an effective natural image assessment system. However, since DIBR-synthesized images and natural images have different characters, the above methods cannot be directly reused. The DIBR technology synthesizes 'virtual' views from slightly different viewing angles by using a view and corresponding perpixel depth information. Generally, the steps to create a new perspective view include 1) reconstructing 3D original scene through the per-pixel depth information and texture information, and 2) simulating the 'virtual' camera by projecting the reconstructed 3D scene into the target perspective plane. By this way, we can transfer the occluded regions (mainly in the foreground shadow area) to be visible in the 'virtual' view [2] . However, the imperfect 3D reconstruction will inevitably introduce the geometry distortions when solving the above problems. Geometric distortion is more destructive to image quality than typical distortion, as it can destroy the semantic structures of composite images. The universal FR and NR IQA models can only perceive typical distortions and therefore ignore the effects of geometric distortions.
As a result, these IQA algorithms cannot effectively evaluate the DIBR-synthesized images.
There is a relative lag in the progress of work on the DIBR-synthesized image evaluation. So far, only one NR IQA method named autoregression (AR)-plus thresholding (APT) has been proposed by us for DIBR-synthesized image [16] . The APT model was established by the ARbased local image description. The geometry distortion can be accurately captured by calculating the reconstructed error between a AR-predicted image and its original DIBRsynthesized image. Although APT has great performance for DIBR-synthesized images, there is still an aspect need to be improved, the calculation needed to build AR model is too expensive. In order to evaluate images quickly and efficiently, we previously designed a new DIBR-synthesized IQA method based on JPEG compression technology [17] . JPEG compression technology loses part of high frequency information (detail information) which is insensitive by human vision. In geometrically distorted images, a large amount of detailed information exist in the non-distorted area and does not exist in the distorted area, which means that the compressive loss information is largely from the nongeometric distortion area and not in the distorted area. Our previous work only considers the differences in the amount of detail information lost between geometry distorted areas and undistorted areas. Because of the calculation amount of compression is much less than building AR model, the speed of the proposed method is faster than APT.
At the expense of a little computational speed, our previous work based on JPEG compression technology has a lot of space for improvement in performance. In this paper, we consider that many non-geometric distortions are almost completely ignored when the original algorithm extracts severe geometric distortions by high-level JPEG compression, leading to the gap between objective and subjective scores. Therefore, we add low-level JPEG compression to process the image to preserve non-geometric distortion as much as possible. Improved algorithm is equivalent to fusing two different compression ratios of the previous algorithm, in which a high compression ratio algorithm evaluates the effect of geometric distortion on the image, a low compression ratio algorithm evaluates the effect of non-geometric distortion on the image, and finally combines two results as the final result. In order to verify the effectiveness of our algorithm, we compare it with the recent mainstream advanced methods. The database we used in the comparative experiment was IRCCyN/IVC [2] composed of the images synthesized by DIBR methods. The experiment results show that compared with AR-based method, the performance of our method is similar, but the speed has increased by over 3000 times. Compared with our previous work based on JPEG compression technology, although the speed is slightly reduced, the performance has been fully improved. So the proposed method can be used to evaluate image quality in real time.
The following structure of the article is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes related state-of-the-art works about Image Quality Assessment. Section 3 introduces the algorithm principle and flow in detail. In addition, Section 4 illustrates experiment and comparison results of our proposed blind metric and further analysis of our algorithm. Section 5 summarizes the whole paper.
II. RELEVANT STATE-OF-THE-ART WORK
In this section, we propose the related state-of-the-art work of Image Quality Assessment, including recent IQA method, research direction and IQA method for DIBR-synthesized images.
A. RECENT IQA METHOD
During recent years, a considerable number of IQA algorithms were designed in other tactics, which are briefly reviewed here. Firstly, in the study of the full-reference (FR) IQA, the authors presented a original metric, visual saliency based on index (VSI), which is based upon the assumption that a visual saliency map of image is bound up with its perceptual quality [18] . The authors recently designed a novel pooling method by means of the analysis of distortion distribution affected by image distortion and content. They improved the SSIM by the aforesaid pooling model and presented the Analysis of Distortion Distribution-based SSIM (ADD-SSIM) [19] . The authors utilized gradient similarity, chromaticity similarity, and deviation pooling to invent a new reliable FR IQA model [20] . The authors proposed a fancy image quality metric based on Perceptual SIMilarity (PSIM) measure, which combines the color information similarity, the gradient magnitude similarities at two scales, and a credible perceptual-based pooling [21] . The presented model is a common framework covering some recently presented IQA ways as its special cases.
As for the reduced-reference (RR) IQA, the authors presented a original reduced-reference image quality metric for contrast change (RIQMC) by statistics information and phase congruency of the image histogram [22] , which has superiority to classical and state-of-the-art IQA models on contrast related databases, in addition, it only needs short calculation time and a few RR information (phase congruence based entropy of the original image). The authors presented an orientation selectivity based upon visual pattern (OSVP) [23] to extract visual content for RR IQA, inspired by neuroscience research that the human visual system (HVS) exhibits obvious orientation selectivity mechanism for visual content extraction.
B. RECENT RESEARCH DIRECTION OF IQA METHOD
Recent major new developments of IQA in the field of Tone-mapping, Screen content and 3D-Synthesized views have been promoted. The latest achievements in these areas are briefly summarized here.
As tone mapping operators (TMOs) aim to change high dynamic range (HDR) images to low dynamic range (LDR) images, it is unavoidable to lose brightness, chromatic and structural information. To solve the above problem, Yue et al. enlighten by that the behavior of existing TMOs largely rely on the brightness, proposed an efficient no-reference quality assessment model of tone-mapped image without access to reference image [24] . Jiang et al. proposed a novel blind tone-mapping image quality assessment (BTMIQA) method for HDR images used in different dynamic range displays [25] . Gu et al. proposed a new tone-mapped image database (TMID2015) with up to 16 different TMOs and developed an effective and efficient no-reference objective quality metric which can automatically assess LDR images established by different TMOs without access to the original HDR images [26] .
For screen content images (SCIs), the quality evaluation is significant because of its excellent ability for instruction and optimization in diverse processing systems. The authors developed a novel IQA technique by saliency-guided gradient magnitude similarity [27] . This method is suited to the development of perceptual coding and no-reference/blind IQA metrics for screen content images. The authors presented a RR IQA approach from the perspective of SCI visual perception [28] , [29] . The perceived quality is reflected by combining statistical features obtained from the primary visual information and the amount of uncertainty.
With the DIBR widely used to generate synthesized views from multi-view images, many researchers have focused on the study of dedicated IQA algorithm. For example, the first IQA algorithm for DIBR-synthesized images is based on Synthetic view profile changes and in the prominent area the mean Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) value is computed [2] . A View Synthesis Quality Assessment (VSQA) algorithm was proposed by Conze et al. in which the contrast, orientation and texture based weighting maps were calculated to be suitable for the features of Human Visual System [30] . A method was presented by Battisti et al. based upon the comparison of statistical characteristics derived from wavelet subbands' coefficients between the uncorrupted and corrupted DIBR-synthesized views [31] . A FR method was proposed by Sandic-Stankovic et al. inspired by morphological wavelet decomposition [32] . Then, Sandic-Stankovic et al. used the morphological pyramid decomposition instead of the morphological wavelet decomposition to enhance their algorithm [33] . Recently, the same authors further improved their algorithm by only considering mean squared errors between pyramids' images at higher scales and reducing morphological Pyramid Peak signal-to-noise ratio metric [34] . When evaluating 3D-Synthesized Views, these algorithms have better performance than general algorithms, but full reference characteristic limits their practical application duo to the reference image of DIBR-synthesized image is not easily available in practical applications. Therefore, the rapid and effective no reference quality evaluation of DIBR-based 3D image is an important research direction and an urgent need for practical applications.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
We will explain in detail the proposed new algorithm principle and calculation flow in this section. The proposed VOLUME 6, 2018 no reference quality assessment (NR IQA) metric for DIBR-synthesized images by joint evaluation of two levels of JPEG compression algorithm is named as ''JETC''.
A. JPEG IMAGE COMPRESSION
The core step of our algorithm is to compress the image to be estimated by JPEG image compression technology. The first step of JPEG compression is to subtract 128 from each pixel of the input image. Then the processed image is further divided into 8 × 8 non-overlapping patches and each patch is transformed by Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) technology. After that, each patch is quantified according to the quality factor by utilizing element-wise division of the corresponding entry in the quantization table (QT). In order to reduce the coding bit rate, Direct Current coefficients are encoded by Differential Pulse Code Modulation. Since Alternating Current coefficients are limited by the zigzag ordering, they are encoded by Run/Size and Value pairs. All the Run/Size and Value pairs and Direct Current differences results are entropy coded and stored in JPEG format.
Next we decompress a JPEG encoded image I through the opposite of the compression process. The number of pixels in image I is 8M × 8N ∈ G (G is the set of natural numbers), the entropy decoded DCT coefficients are reconstructed by the following formula
where ( 
B. QUALITY ASSESSMENT METRIC
JPEG compression technology loses part of high frequency information (detail information) which is insensitive by human vision. In geometrically distorted DIBR-synthesized image, a large amount of detailed information exists in the non-distorted area and does not exist in the distorted area, which means that the compressive loss information is largely from the non-geometric distortion area and not in the distorted area. Our method mainly depends on the difference in the amount of the loss of detail information between distortions areas and undistorted areas. The residuals of the compression image and the original image precisely reflect the distribution of the missing detail information. The above conclusion can be clearly seen through the Fig. 1 . The Fig. 1(a) shows a DIBR-synthesized image with geometric distortion. The Fig. 1(c) shows the residual map of the grayscale image of the original image in Fig. 1(a) and the compressed image in Fig. 1(b) . In Fig. 1(c) , the white area is a relatively large error area and the black area is the small error area. Just like the red area in Fig. 1(d) , the geometric distortion is the non-discrete black area in the Fig.1(c) .
In view of the analysis above, the error difference map (residual map) between compressed image and input image be used in our proposed algorithm. In our algorithm, we obtain the residual image by subtracting pixel by pixel from the grayscale image of the original image and the grayscale image of the compression image. It is further considered that the different compression levels have different effects on the distortion region extraction. High-level JPEG compression can more accurately extract large-area geometric distortions while ignoring small geometric distortions and other distortions. Low-level JPEG compression can preserve other distortions, but the extraction of geometric distortions is not accurate enough. Therefore, we evaluate the image quality separately by combining the high and low compression algorithm. We use the same algorithm flow before the final fusion, and only differ in the compression ratio. The algorithm flow is as follows.
First of all, the absolute value of the error residual maps can be exploited to extract distortion pixels to further evaluate image quality. Some simple modifications are done to refine the computed error residual map. More specifically, this work firstly applies a Gaussian filter in error map for the purposed of removing some isolated point. Some recently presented saliency detection methods [35] , [36] have been considered by us, in which the FES model in [35] was selected by its preferable performance. Then, the filtered error map is binarized by:
where E e represents the error residual map which is modified using a Gaussian kernel, λ t is a fixed number for thresholding. Through experiments, we obtain that, when high-level compression is used to extract geometric distortion, the optimal λ t is 66, and when low-level compression is used to extract non-geometric distortion, the optimal λ t is 27. We further process with the median filter to remove burrs. Next, we design a method to obtain the single quality estimation by pooling the binary map E d produced by equation (2) . The majority of current IQA models were devised on the basis of the NSS method. Several FR approaches were proposed by analyzing its associated reference image and the structural changes occurred in the distorted image. One determinate statistic rule in NR-IQA models is established by analyzing the distortion-free images, and then evaluating the deviation from a distorted image to the natural statistic regulation to infer its quality score. Hence, comparing the structure of an image with its correlative reference image is a credible IQA method. According to equation (2) , the low values in the error residual map, which correspond to the geometric distortion or other distortion areas, are set as zero. Simultaneously, the big values agreeing with distortionless areas are set as one. Therefore, the binary map corresponding to the distortion-free reference images should be all one. The binary map of reference images E r and the binary map of DIBR-synthesized images E d can be compared to evaluate image.
We aim to calculate the difference degree between the binary map of a DIBR-synthesized image E d and the binary map of the corresponding reference image E r . For this aspect, we assume that there is a binary reference map E r with the same size as E d . The binary map E r can be achieved by applying equation (2) to the compressed distortion-free reference images. Then, inspired by the popular similarity measure [5] , which has the merits of unique maximum, boundedness and symmetry, the DIBR-synthesized images quality assessment score calculation formula is defined as follows:
where n is the index of pixel, N is the total number of pixels in the image, ε is a small fixed value to avoid the disaster of division-by-zero, α is a positive exponent used for the Minkowski summation. The value of α for the lowquality regions is larger than that for high-quality regions. This corresponds to the biological characteristic that humans pay more attention to one kind of small region including most distortions [6] . The range of α is from 1 to 4. Because reference images do not contain geometric distortion region, the threshold is lower than the value of residual errors, which shows the whole pixels in the reference binary map E r are one. So, equation (3) can be rewritten as
From this equation, it is obviously that E d (n) 2 + 1 ≥ 1, which indicates that the small variable is unnecessary. Therefore, we can take out the ε in equation (4) and modify it as
where the pixels of E d contain only one and zero. Therefore, we can divide the image pixels into two types of calculations. Thus, equation (5) can be simplified, while α is positive:
where N 0 and N 1 are linked to the regions that the entire values in which are zero and one respectively, N 0 + N 1 = N . In other words, N 0 and N 1 respectively correspond to the region with and without distortion. Obviously, the α does not affect the final quality estimation, so it can be removed. The scores of high and low level compression can be obtained by calculating the proportion of the number of ''1'' to the size of the map, which reflects the similarity between reference images and the binary maps computed from a corrupted DIBR-synthesized view. From equation (6), it can be found that the Ys result of a high quality DIBR-synthesized image will be closer to 1. We can also see that the equation (6) can not rely on any reference image information, hence the presented algorithm is entirely no-reference. We can show a block diagram of the above algorithm steps in Fig. 2 . Through the high and low compression, we can get two scores after the above same algorithm flow, which respectively represents the objective quality evaluation of the picture after detecting geometric distortion and other distortions. The final algorithm JETC score is a fusion of the two scores obtained from the above process. The scoring formula for the objective quality of the image is defined as:
where Y s1 and Y s2 indicate the scores obtained by the equation (6) under high and low level compression, respectively. In this paper, we believe that the image quality is equally affected by geometric distortion and non-geometric distortion, so the average fusion of the high and low compression ratio results here. Depending on the application purpose, different weights can be used for fusion. In the later work, we will examine the effects of different distortions on human visual perception and adopt more accurate fusion methods. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this research, we present a blind DIBR-synthesized IQA metric based on joint two levels of JPEG compression. In order to verify the performance of the presented model and conduct comparative experiments, we used the IRCCyN/IVC database [2] . The IRCCyN/IVC database was contributed to the DIBR-synthesized images including 96 images, of which the 84 images are synthesized and the remaining 12 images are primary images. The 84 synthesized images used to validate the proposed quality assessment metric contain different degrees of geometric distortion. The hardware of our experimental platform is Lenovo (ThinkCentre M8300t) with 16G memory and the software environment is Matlab2015a under Windows 10.
A. COMPETING IQA METRICS AND EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
The comparison algorithms used in the experiment cover most of the important natural image evaluation algorithms and DIBR-synthesized views evaluation algorithms. We divide them into two teams. The quality metrics in the first were devoted to natural images, including FR algorithms (PSNR, VSNR [37] , SSIM [5] , IW-SSIM [6] , MAD [38] , ADD-SSIM [19] , FSIM [8] , GMSD [9] ), RR algorithms (FEDM [7] , RRED [39] , FTQM [40] , OSVP [23] ), and NR algorithms (NIQE [41] , QAC [42] , SISBLIM [10] , IL-NIQE [13] ). The second team were designed for DIBR-synthesized views specially, including FR algorithms (VSQA [30] , 3D-SWIM [31] , MW-PSNR [32] , MP-PSNR [33] , MP-PSNR-reduce [34] ), and the existing NR algorithm APT [16] , and our previous work based on JPEG image Compression Technique, for convenience of expression, abbreviated as JCT [17] . To better perform the process of evaluation, we use the nonlinear regression to map the predicted scores to subjective ratings with the following function in advance:
where F s and f (F s ) are the evaluation score and its corresponding mapped score respectively. γ i (i ∈ 1, . . . , 5) are parameters obtained in the nonlinear regression. we use five common criteria, namely Spearman Rank order Correlation Coefficient (SRCC), Kendalls Rank order Coefficient (KRCC), Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and time consumption (TC). PLCC and RMSE can reflect the prediction accuracy, SRCC and KRCC reflect the monotonicity of the prediction, and TC reflects the efficiency. The best quality evaluation algorithm could acquire a large value of SRCC, KRCC, and PLCC while attain a lower value of RMSE and TC.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Results of experiments of the presented algorithm and existing IQA measures (both the above two teams) are tabulated in Table1. The presented JETC algorithm acquires 0.7154, 0.7191, 0.5924, and 0.4652 of SRCC, PLCC, RMSE, and KRCC, separately, which is superior to all the IQA measures in the first team and all the FR measures in the second team. Compared with the existing NR IQA method APT which was designed for DIBR-synthesized image specially, there is a slight decrease in PLCC and RMSE but the SRCC and KRCC has been slightly improved. The most important thing is that the speed of calculation has increased by more than 3,000 times. Compared with JCT algorithm, the newly proposed JETC algorithm has significantly improved in all four indicators, increased by 2.1 percent of PLCC, 3.1 percent of SRCC, 3.0 percent of KRCC and reduced by 2.1 percent of RMS. Since we use serial programming for two different degrees of compression, the calculation speed is twice that of the JCT algorithm. From Table1, the following three significant conclusions can be obtained:
1) These existing IQA methods devised for natural images (in the first team) cannot perform effectually. The best performce among FR IQA approaches is obtained by MAD algorithm [38] and it attains 0.6007, 0.5994, 0.4372, and 0.5288 of PLCC, SRCC, KRCC, and RMSE, separately. The FTQM and SISBLIM approaches respectively bring about the optimal values in each individual team, exceeding 0.5 of PLCC, across eight NR and RR IQA measures. Those simulation results validate that those present methods in the first team are unable to perceive the geometric distortions, which mainly destroy the quality of the DIBR-synthesized images.
2) Despite FR methods devoted to DIBR-synthesized views (in the second team) perform no worse than these devised for natural images while these algorithms have insufficient performance indicators compared to the application requirements. For instance, the MP-PSNR-reduce metric is optimal among the dedicated FR IQA methods with the PLCC of 0.6772, which is also obviously lower than the PLCC of the NR JCT algorithm. Moreover, in these FR IQA methods, they demand the whole reference image information, which are not easy to acquire in many real application scenarios in general.
3) The dedicated FR models (in the second team) and approaches devised for natural images (in the first team) is worse than the performance of the NR APT algorithm, however it spends too much time which limits its application in real-time image quality evaluation. Compared with the NR method APT, our algorithm JETC greatly increases the calculation speed more than 3000 times with slight decrease in PLCC and RMSE. Compared with the NR method JCT, our algorithm JETC greatly significantly improved in all four indicators and the calculation speed is at the same level.
Generally speaking, the presented JETC metric is totally referenceless and, compared with JCT, it obtains the performance of SRCC, PLCC, KRCC and RMSE closer to the existing the most accurate algorithm APT. More importantly, our JETC algorithm significantly improves the speed of calculation to meet the application requirements. To visualize the performance of the algorithm, Fig. 3 displays the (IL-NIQE, SISBLIM and NIQE), and dedicated methods (APT, JCT and our JETC). Apparently, our model acquires superior convergence and monotonicity, which is very similar to the best scatter plot of the current APT algorithm. VOLUME 6, 2018
C. DEPENDENCY OF ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE ON PARAMETERS SELECTION
A robust quality evaluation method is extremely expected, namely, a good IQA metric indicates that the performance of a metric does not change markedly with slight variations in the parameters. Our algorithm JETC is mainly used to evaluate the DIBR-synthesized images, so we prefer to be more robust to the detection of geometric distortions. For this reason, we only analyze the threshold in the high-level compression process. As analyzed in algorithm description section, there are extremely small values in the error residual pixels attached to the areas corrupted by geometric distortions. We can distinguish between geometric distorted regions and non-geometric distorted regions using any more smaller value of threshold, and it is also used for capturing these geometric distorted pixels. Therefore, the dependency of our JETC on the threshold has been examined and the result is provided by Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4 , two observations below can be perceived. Firstly, when the threshold is bigger than 40, the performance of the presented JETC algorithm cannot vary dramatically. Its best performance (0.7154, 0.7191, 0.5924 and 0.4652) is superior to most state-of-the-art IQA metrics examined. Secondly, the values of PLCC and SRCC are larger than 0.4887 and 0.5092, separately, when the threshold changes in a comparative bigger interval (from 45 to 100). Through comparing those results with these reported in Table1, it is found that even the lowest performance (0.4887 and 0.5092) is also no worse than most the testing IQA models. In the presented JETC algorithm, λ t value has been fixed to be 66 during the high-level compression process, according to the experiment above.
D. DISCUSSIONS
By comparing existing studies, several spotlights are contained in our work. Firstly, we have presented a novel NSS model based on JPEG compression technique which can acquire the geometric distortion in the images synthesized by DIBR methods. At the same time, the combination of the low-level compression process compensates for the neglect of non-geometric distortion in the process of high-compression extraction geometric distortion. Secondly, compared with the existing NR IQA method devised for DIBR-synthesized views, this work effectively improve the calculation speed with similar performance, which can meet the requirement of real-time image quality detection. Compared with the JCT algorithm, the performance of the JETC algorithm has been fully improved with the advantage of having the same level of computing speed. Thirdly, our algorithm JETC has good robustness in DIBR-synthesized views quality assessment and it is not sensitive to the parameters used in it.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The views synthesized by 3D technologies, such as DIBR methods, are the support of 3D television, virtual reality (VR), freeview point videos (FVV) and, etc. Some methods were presented to produce the 3-D synthesized view but there lack blind IQA measures. The no-reference metrics are significantly demanded to assess and supervise the synthesized views, because in most cases we cannot obtain the reference synthesized views. So in our study, an effective blind quality model is developed for DIBR-synthesized views via a novel statistic model. The geometry distortions can be validly captured by the residual error between a DIBR-synthesized image and its heavy compressed image. However, heavy JPEG compression ignores a large amount of non-geometric distortion while extracting geometrically distorted image regions. Therefore, we have improved our previous work to extract geometric distortions and non-geometric distortions by high-level JPEG compression and low-level JPEG compression, respectively. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed bind quality method is superior to modern existing RR, FR and NR methods, which contains both teams of methods particularly devised for the natural and 3D-synthesized images. 
